
11-6 Surface Areas and Volumes of Spheres I
A ~e 1('((,..: is the set of all points in space equidistant from a given point called the

e.eY\.te<" . A (0..0\ \ V':> is a segment that has one endpoint at the

center and the other endpoint on the sphere. A d\IAWl eJec is a segment passing

through the center with endpoints on the sphere.

When a plane and a sphere intersect in more than one point. the interseJion is a <,-'IV'C \e.
If the center of the circle is also the center of the sphere, the circle is called a ~V"eo....t
t \fC\€.J . The circumference of a great circle is the C \( c..v M~e.\{'eV\c.e of the

sphere. A great circle divides a sphere into two bf.m~sphe 'f eS

Surface Area of a Sphere:

Volume of a Sphere:

Example 1: Find the surface area of a sphere whose diameter is 18 ft. f::. q
SA ~ 4'1\ lq,>'2-- -=- ~ ~ '-\ \\ -\--\-1-

Example 2:
I

Find the surface area of a sphere where one of its great circles has an area of 3611" in2.
'f:. t,

Example 3: The circumference of a rubber ball is 13 cm. Find its surface area to the nearest
whole number. C. -=- ~f\\X' :.. \ ~ S l. IA::..Lt'T\r
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Example 4: Find the volume of the sphere whose diameter is 30 cm. r:. \«::5



Example 5: The volume of a sphere is 3: Tl m3
• find the surface area of the sphere in terms of rr.

\r _ 11-r:J ':> _ ~ r-I 5 Ii:: l.!.;1\ r'-
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Example 6: The volume of a sphere is 7238 in3. Find its surface area to the nearest whole
number.

\r - 1-\ ~ c-)'J-~\\f =-1~'bo
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? -'l\ r =- 54 ~~ ,0
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Example 7: C is the center of the sphere.
Plane € intersects the sphere in circle R.
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(0) Suppose CR = 5 and SR = 12. What is the length of a radius of the sphere? C,
\3

5 \2
(b) If the radius of the sphere is 41 and the radius of circle R is 40, find CR.
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